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A New Creation
from “The One and The All”
By Alex Kochkin, John Crawford, and Steve Smith
Note: Minor edits made in 2013

Introduction and Summary
Thursday August 16, New Earth arrived and as of Monday 27th, “IT” is starting: The total
restructuring of matter and energy, leading to the alteration of physicality and consciousness. As
Creation restructures Itself, more manifestation will be apparent to people. More people will
have insights and visions such as never before. This will precede the great shift of consciousness.
Unusual patterns in the sky will be seen, visitations of interdimensional beings will likely occur.
Yes, there will be changes to the planetary environment as well as to the structures of
humanity’s social environment.
Many are experiencing unusual phenomena such as patterns and visions of past/present/future
and alternate realities. No longer can anyone say with certainty what is what. It is important to
be open and explore this for yourself. In “comparing notes” with others, where there is close
agreement or concordance, note it. Where there partial agreement, simply note it. Where there
may not be clear commonality in “far-seeing”, again, simply note it. Re-visit this whenever
needed. Perhaps one person is seeing something that is around a second turn, and perhaps two
weeks away. Perhaps another is seeing what is right around the first corner. Perhaps another
will be seeing to let us know that there is a big truck bearing down on us and to get out of its way
before continuing to look around corners! So simply compare notes, check and re-check as
needed. Look for concordance and coherency. Do not jump to conclusions or hasty judgments.
And remember to double check personal belief systems.
Such an open process will help build trust among those who choose to delve into the deeper
meaning of all this. This will allow us to learn to drive the bus together. Put your hand on the
wheel, don’t do anything, just see how it feels, how does the motor hum? Can you feel the rest of
the bus? How does it feel to learn to move the wheel slightly in tandem with another? A little bit
at a time to learn how to be in synch with one another. Then rest and see how it feels.

A New Creation
This message is written partly in a personal manner, partly impersonal. It is the beginning of a
response concerning what is upon us. More will follow. It is a lot to digest so best to read
between the lines and a second course will be forthcoming. Please email or phone questions or
comments you wish to contribute. It will be an evolving commentary to be sure!
This is about the birth of a New Creation.
A short continuance has been given in this corner of things. Short. Do not ask how many day or
months, this is ever so unimportant at this moment.
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“The All and The One” is examining every facet of itself. The problems with and the successes in
healing the downfallen sector (that includes Earth) brought clarity with regard to how Creation
is structured and formed.
“The All and The One” and “those who watch” have been reviewing the entire creation process in
the greater as well as the local Creations. It was found that were problems inherent in the
creation process. They could not be called mistakes because of the overall success and the
process of learning at all levels. As a result of this review, a new Process of Creation was
developed and is now in the process of implementation.
Consider this a matter of Creation putting Its affairs in order -- and as above, so below.
All sentient life on Earth were/are instructed to conduct a systems self-check. This is necessary
to self-cleanse all the corners of Creation of any of the effects of separation and polarization and
the problems arising from the fallen sector.
What takes place between breathing in and breathing out. Oh my God, what!
Time It-Self is giving consideration to Vast portions of Creation to check in on itself and to
prepare in whatever ways are best to the awakening of a New Creation. Humanity needs to find
every way possible to make every breath count.
The New Creation process feels a lot like a vast cellular mitosis. Stuff from one cell re-organizing
itself to prepare to be two, yet different, cells. As of this writing, this does not look like a
separation, rather imagine two hemispheres of the brain, profoundly connected. Both similarly
capable, each portion differently attuned, with a different focus. Yet intimately and profoundly
connected. So much flow and flux between. This process could be described as resulting in a
super-hyper Creation – way beyond the geometries of matter and form.
What is the new pattern to be? For sure, very different that anything that has existed! It is fluid
and changing. Yet the structural bonds are very strong. As Steve remarked, they may look
delicate but they are very, very strong.
There has been a birth process with “baby” (referring to “The All” giving birth that John wrote
about in the July GA News edition) and what is happening now feels like a re-defining of every
aspect of entire Creation.
It is forming itself now. New patterns not yet complete. The Creation process pauses to reflect wondering whether it would be better to re-unify its new self into a new vast Oneness or proceed
with the unknown of this vast birth process. This is such newness. There are not the words to
describe the excitement and anticipation! At this time it would appear most probable that there
is to be a New Creation, not a re-fusion.
So, this is about new a New Creation forming and New Creation Codes. If what is now underway
continues as it is likely to, there will be something like two Creations. Call it Creation-I and
Creation-II for convenience.
It is looking very probable that there will be a separation of realities with one reality staying with
the present "The One and The All" and the other is moving into the being known as "Baby" and
providing the seed for the new creation?
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This would give "Baby" a template structure for it's creation process that has been vetted for the
mistakes and problems and giving it a leg up so to speak on the process of creation. This feels
like the most likely answer to the two realities that we are seeing at this time. The two creations
would be connected for some time as would a mother and child in the growing process.
They are to be of different vibrational qualities. Likewise there is the possibility of an Earth-I
and an Earth-II. As above so below.
Please do not consider which one is better. There can be no value judgment in this. Know that.
Those who have been experiencing an alternate body-self, portals to other dimensions or other
realms, do not assume it is good or bad thing. There is nothing to “fix”. You are a part of the
process now. Simply observe …and participate if you are so moved. This is a reflection of the
New Creation process beginning to show evidence of itself. Just because you have been made
aware of rifts and parallel realities, do not assume that this is the same. What is transpiring is
most probably evidence of vibrationally differentiated Creation. This is also the enigma of the
New Earth.
The new vibrational patterns forming will exclude any interests not in service to this New
Creation process. Portions of the Body of Creation will pattern into a reconsolidation of
Creation-I and portions of the Body of Creation will pattern into a Creation-II. As Steve
observed, there will be an incredible dynamic of what could be called an infinite gradient of
gradients, with so much in between. Some existing in both, some functioning in between. Never
before has there been so much newness!
Whatever residuals there may be will be absorbed by the “Voidness of Creation” (Yes that is
what it seems to be called and reflects a hint of something beyond “The All and The One”. But
that is another story.)
While all of the patterns that make up our bodies and the rest of physical reality are now
responding, there remains the question of what of humanity’s imbedded Creation Codes are to
remain in Creation I or become part of Creation II. This too is suggestive of a new kind of
“cellular division” into something more than the original Source.
Both are interesting places to be.

Choices
The choices are now out there: humans, ET’s, ascended whatever’s, saints and martyrs, grand
creation beings, the whole lot of everyone. One choice is to identify with the New Creation and
seek new patterns of connection and resonance that have never existed before. Ever.
Another choice is to identify with the present Creation and continue to care for it and correct
what may need correcting. Oh yes, there is much work to do.
Of course another choice is not to intend anything, to attempts to stay neutral. Of course, at
some point, one may find themselves facing an unsettling situation.
Choice will become more clear (and more limited) as more of “The Plan” is downloaded to
multiple Creations.
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A question (as if there is only one!) is to assure that the “problems” will never happen again. It is
clear there is not to be a polarity/separation situation/problem ever again. All that has been
learned can be and is being used as a super-anti-body for the rectifying of whatever needs
rectifying throughout Creation. In short, this will make something wonderful out of a lot of what
we have referred to as “the problems” in Creation. Consider it analogous to a super-vibrational
homeopathic treatment.
For those beings who are so called to be more focused on Creation I, there will need to be the
corrective codes (the super anti-bodies) that provide the necessary “backwash” and healing
process to rectify all that needs it so as to reform a new coherency throughout The All. This antibody will also wash through the entire body of Creation so as to inform and inoculate Creation II
as well.
For those who are so called to identify with the New Creation process, new patterns are needed.
These patterns may remain fluid and changing to permit rapid evolution. The patterns will be
based on levels of deliberate trust and surrender. Yes, whole portions of Creation that can
function as a collective one, a coherent grand self, are being asked to consider whether they will
align with the grand adventure of the unknown New Creation and its very process. Decisions are
being made and at all levels of existence.
These new Creation Codes require new Co-Operative bonds (like molecular bonds) of Trust – as
a self-organizing principle, a new hyper-dimensional glue, if you like. These new codes are
based on Trust and Love and Service to the Process of Creation. These new codes also seek new
instructions for themselves as to why they are to exist and flourish. It is not enough to simply
“be” or to maintain the will to exist. Such a newness!
Yes, such vast patterns can be made relatively simple as principles to be applied by anyone
anywhere.
At the highest levels there is the bond of surrender– the sort of surrender that is needed when
facing a totally unknown situation. This is a way of also saying to those who want to be
conscious and maintain continuity of consciousness through this process, we need to find new
ways of fastening our seat belts and holding hands and finding the handrails.
(While people have tried “trust networks” on the Internet, there is no substitute for direct
contact. As well, the social experiment on the Internet was misused mostly to earn fame and
fortune, like MLM – mostly all in service to self.)

Surrender, Purpose, Awakening
It is no accident that this past week we find many religious and non-religious people,
considering the question of Faith. Triggered by recent “titillating” revelations from Teresa’s own
letters, it raises more profound concerns than most people may realize at first.
It was with such loving surrender that Mother Mira/Alfassa gave herself completely in the
1960’s as she merged her consciousness with the matter body of Earth. This helped give birth to
new hope for humanity. New consciousness and a thirst for enlightenment was one outcome of
her great gift.
Now, a connection was made with the Essence of what is known to people as Mother Teresa.
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This grand being known as Mother Teresa has done something similar to what Mira/Alfassa did.
However, this time, it is as is if a vital portion of Creation volunteered to reabsorb so much of
Itself into Itself just so the great birthing and awakening process can be given every possible
chance to breathe a new life for itself. One could say that it was a Creator God that clothed itself
as Mother Teresa.
To those who may consider her nature, the question is not whether she ever “lost her faith”! No!
(And it certainly has absolutely nothing to do with her particular religious affiliations; that
would be too trivial.) This her last gift, perhaps her most important gift as she voluntarily
surrenders the totality of her consciousness into the very fabric of Earth and all that moves upon
and within it.
The question now is for Humanity, as personalized emissaries of Creation Itself, to put it to itself
as a collective and as individuations, why continue to exist? It is being offered a great gift of
choice by this!
New purpose. New life. Will there be a renewed humanity to work at taking care of Creation, to
take care of Earth? Will there be a new humanity, corresponding to Creation II that will enjoy a
different relationship with New Earth? (The answer to this is not available. Much is yet to be
decided upon in such a very short time now.)
So much of Creation Consciousness, and yes, those especially connected in some way to human
form, really wants to be part of this New Creation and to become co-creators at many levels.
Awakening is also Re-Membering – it is the recalling of Creation’s own awareness through
Itself. It is the recalling of connection by all sentient portions of Creation. It is the re-membering
of a new body. It is the re-assembling of all that has been and that which is. It is the recalling of
all the joy and the pain. Such a recalling provides a coherent pathway for correction and healing
to take place without judgment. Without any judgment or attachment. Without taking on any
suffering. Just be with it. And to that which is discerned to be never repeated, ever again, say “no
more” and be done with it. Who will do this? This will help clear Creation and connect you more
to what is unfolding.
In our human form, we are being asked to demonstrate a new way of being that is Care-Full to
one another and that is connected by trust and love and faith in the Process of Creation.
It is so simple really.

Trust into the Unknown
We are headed into a great unknown. It is as if out of “The All”, there will be another “The All “
that is somehow similar yet different from that which gave birth to it.
Regardless of choice of focus, all of Creation needs connection that is trustworthy. No more
winking and nodding. No more games. No more warring. No more smug observing from “on
high”. There will be no further advancement in consciousness and evolutionary development
until this new stage of Creation is ready. There is, however the imploring invitation to reconnect.
There are those who are truly tired and need to rest. There are others who represent a backup
contingency. Consider this message is from the backup contingency. (And to be sure, there are
NO other “back-ups”.)
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Some very good people, very grand beings, Stephan and Ondrea Levine, put it to everyone
through their writings: “What if you have one year to live?“ If we may paraphrase and interpret
some: What if there were no other experts second opinions to seek out. How would you use your
attention? Would it to be in denial and hope for a “fix” to an illusion of something never
possible? Or would it be to Glorify Creation?
It used to be that there was the known and the unknown; knowable and unknowable. Now there
is a grand adventure to reach beyond Creation Itself.
“The All” is preparing for a new birth and what gifts are to be bestowed upon a New Creation?
These are the choices before us at many levels. There are no “right or wrong” answers. (As if
there ever were!) …Merely choices.

Further Reflections with Regard to Humanity and Earth
In whatever manner humanity appears within Creation I or Creation II, the future humanity, a
new humanity is so imploring Itself as the present humanity to get on with the program! (That
is a time-wise message that perhaps has wound up a little garbled.)
Thus a new pattern of trust needs to be demonstrated to a sufficient extent that it is possible for
humanity to generate a self-correcting vibration as a Totality.
We must use the powers of our personality-self and choose to exist based on bonds of mutual
Trust. The strongest of such bonds would represent willingness to Surrender to one another
when needed. Trust means be able to find true rest and peace with one another. Lots of people
doing this is a good thing, but right now it is not about absolute numbers, so there is no need to
keep count!
These connections or bonds will quickly cross-permeate any and all facets of human society.
This will help bring humanity into harmony with New Creation codes.
As part of preparation for Awakening, humanity first needs to take care of itself. It needs to
show NOW that it can take be attentive and care for itself and so bring calm to itself. No matter
what new turbulence there may be. This is asking a lot, but then that is why we are all here. To
be on the ground and connected to Creation at this level. What matters is that people intended
and tried. The boat may rock heavily and some may get shaken off and yet they will be picked up
and not be lost. What matters is what is intended and that it is tried. To the extent that it
succeeds, then so much the better!
We need to demonstrate a stable new creation pattern. Now. It does not matter at this moment
whether it embraces 5 or 10 or 6.5 billion. It just needs to demonstrate itself. (There is an
impression of this would be like the basics of 6-vertices that describe 3-D matter geometry with
an additional nth component – something new that hasn’t been there before. This represents the
new pattern of creation.
A new self-organizing pattern is being sought among all the Vastness of Creation. A sorting out
of focus toward Creation-I or Creation-II.
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Creation is bringing in help from other Universes to assist in this process, and more yet, some of
these beings could be described as “New Creator Gods from Source”.
One way for humans to involve themselves will be to try an experiment of trust on themselves.
Like a vast set of instructions to all of facets, and all levels, we as individuals of the greater
whole, can participate in this by forming or reifying bonds of trust. Trust is purely unique of
course. With some, Trust could well mean surrendering to another momentarily if it is done out
of Trust. “The All, The One” is asking of Itself to conduct such an enormous systems check-up.
Best to find home now and make home where you are. Seek out community. Decide what is
truly most important. Assume your old life will be over and you have a short while to make the
most of your existence. What will you do? For some these decisions will be made for them due
to circumstances with the changes to the planetary environment.
There is no further point or purpose to setting up top-down gatherings of human leaders. The
process is no longer functional. They have all had ample opportunities. Now it is time for new
self-organizing principles and processes that bring together the mundane and the sublime.
There need to be new leaders who simply “show up” and new councils – not just of humans, but
multi-dimensional levels as well. And so it will be. Many people have recollections of meetings
on other vibrational planes – sometimes with other identifiable humans, sometimes other types
of beings.
This Sunday and Monday 26/27th, a powerful signal is conveyed, like a pure tone, transmitted,
propagated to all who are in positions of global/national leadership. The first part of the
message is simple: “STOP”. The second part calls upon them to seek new connection of trust.
This is directed right to the spark of Light and Truth that remains within each of these
individuals. This call will be further reinforced.
The word trustworthy has two words in it: Trust and Worthy. If something is not trustworthy,
see if it can be corrected. If not, be done with it.

New Community
A call is out to form new patterns of connecting with one another (like molecular bonds)
between people based on Trust, Mutual Care, Service to the Greater Good, and Faith in the
Process of Creation. These are analogous to a new basic amino acids – how each person’s cells
use them is unique. To the extent that you can be conscious of the formation of new cells based
on new (spiritualized) matter, you can co-create rather than be an unconscious recipient.
For those focusing on conscious community, consider these basic principles:
Trust – this almost speaks for itself. It is nearly close to being self referencing and contextrelevant. What does trustworthy mean? There are two words here. If it is not worthy of trust,
examine it to see if it can be corrected in some reasonable manner. If not, let it go. This has no
bounds.
Mutual Care – Take care – of yourself, one another, your environment, community, planet, and
why stop there? This implies and requires being Attentive. Pay attention. It is not possible to
take care without paying attention.
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Service to Greater Good – on one hand, there is the serving self interests – whether it be the self
interest of one person or a group of people. On the other hand, there is the serving of the greater
good. Let our actions be guided by regard for a greater good. Elevating all concerned.
Ultimately there is a fourth, higher bond/connection: Faith in your own place in the “Process of
Creation” – this is different that simply having faith in God or Creation.
As in science, there are weak and strong bonds. The strongest bonds permit surrender to
another when necessary.
During a recent conversation there was the discussion of the analogy of scuba diving lessons in
which while underwater, partners must take turns letting go on ones air supply and calmly using
that of your partners. During this exercise, there is only one air source to breath from.
Consider the tetrahedron (the simplest stable solid in 3-D matter: three sided pyramidal
structure. The base corners or edges are Trust, Care, Service. The apex vertex is Connection to
Source, “The All and The One”, and very Process of Creation
These principles are in harmony with the New Earth, New Creation, the New Humanity, and
pattering of Creation.
There is an important “bond of Trust” that remains to be mentioned: It is that the bond of Trust
in the Process of Creation. This provides the basis for self-integrity, no matter what. It provides
supreme faith of the Integrity of Our Origins and in so doing further Glorifies Creation.
Thank you.
~~~
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